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IRREDUCIBILITY OF A HOLOMORPHIC
ETA QUOTIENT IS DETERMINABLE
SOUMYA BHATTACHARYA
Abstract. We show that a holomorphic eta quotient has only finitely
many factors. We also provide an algorithm for checking irreducibility
of holomorphic eta quotients by constructing an upper bound for the
minimum of the levels of the proper factors of a reducible holomorphic
eta quotient.
1. Introduction
Imagine a situation where one knows the definition of the prime numbers
and a few striking results about them without having any clue about how to
tell whether a given integer is prime or not! Wouldn’t that be a plight? Well,
our present situation regarding irreducible holomorphic eta quotients is very
similar to that: A holomorphic eta quotient (see 1.2) is irreducible if it is
not divisible by any holomorphic eta quotients except 1 and itself. We see
several examples of such eta quotients in [6, 7, 14]. It is known that there are
only finitely many irreducible holomorphic eta quotients of a given level (see
[7]) and there are only finitely many primitive and irreducible holomorphic
eta quotients of a given weight (see 1.6 or [5, 14]). Also, the complete
classification of holomorphic eta quotients of weight 1/2 (see [6, 14, 21])
enabled us to check the irreducibility of any holomorphic eta quotient of
weight 1 (see Corollary 3 and Algorithm 1). However, in general, it is
extremely difficult to distinguish between the irreducible holomorphic eta
quotients and the reducible ones. Before we explain the root cause of this
difficulty, it is necessary to define a few things:
The Dedekind eta function is defined by the infinite product
(1.1) η(z) := q
1
24
∞∏
n=1
(1− qn) for all z ∈ H,
where qr = qr(z) := e2piirz for all r and H := {τ ∈ C | Im(τ) > 0}. The
function η is a modular form of weight 1/2 with a multiplier system on
SL2(Z) (see [11]). An eta quotient f is a finite product of the form
(1.2)
∏
ηXdd ,
where d ∈ N, ηd is the rescaling of η by d, defined by
(1.3) ηd(z) := η(dz) for all z ∈ H
and the exponents Xd ∈ Z. Eta quotients naturally inherit modularity
from η: The eta quotient f in (1.2) transforms like a modular form of
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weight 12
∑
dXd with a multiplier system on suitable congruence subgroups
of SL2(Z): The largest among these subgroups is
(1.4) Γ0(N) :=
{(
a b
c d
)
∈ SL2(Z)
∣∣∣ c ≡ 0 (mod N)},
where
(1.5) N := lcm{d ∈ N |Xd 6= 0}.
We call N the level of f . Since η does not vanish anywhere on H, eta
quotients can have nonzero orders of vanishing only at the cusps. An eta
quotient is holomorphic if it does not have any pole at the cusps. Let f and
g be two holomorphic eta quotients. If the eta quotient f/g is holomorphic,
we say that f is divisible by g and in particular, if g /∈ {1, f}, we call g
a proper factor of f . A holomorphic eta quotient f is irreducible if it has
no proper factors. By a descent argument on the weights of holomorphic
eta quotients, it follows that each holomorphic eta quotient is a product of
irreducible holomorphic eta quotients, though such a factorization may not
be unique. Irreducible holomorphic eta quotients were first considered by
Zagier, who conjectured [21]:
There are only finitely many primitive and irreducible holomorphic(1.6)
eta quotients of a given weight.
An eta quotient f is primitive if no eta quotient h and no integer ν > 1 satisfy
the equation f = hν , where hν(z) := h(νz) for all z ∈ H. Since the weight
of the product of two modular forms is the sum of their weights and since
every nonconstant modular form has positive weight (see 3.11), weights of
the factors of a holomorphic eta quotient f are bounded above by the weight
of f . As 1/2 is the least possible weight of a nonconstant holomorphic eta
quotient, every holomorphic eta quotient of weight 1/2 is irreducible. So, the
above conjecture implies the finiteness of the set of primitive holomorphic
eta quotients of weight 1/2. Indeed, Zagier also conjectured [21]:
The only primitive holomorphic eta quotients of weight 1/2 are(1.7)
η,
η2
η2
,
η22
η
,
η32
ηη4
,
η52
η2η24
,
ηη4
η2
,
ηη26
η2η3
,
η2η6
η2η3
,
η22η3
ηη6
,
η2η
2
3
ηη6
η22η3η12
ηη4η6
,
η52η3η12
η2η24η
2
6
,
ηη4η
2
6
η2η3η12
,
ηη4η
5
6
η22η
2
3η
2
12
.
Both of Zagier’s conjectures were validated by Mersmann [14]. Since holo-
morphic eta quotients can have zeros only at the cusps, from the finite-
ness of the set of equivalence classes of the cusps of Γ0(N) (see 3.6), it
follows via the valence formula (3.11) that there are only finitely many holo-
morphic eta quotients of a fixed pair of weight and level. Now, suppose
we require to check whether a given holomorphic eta quotient f of weight
k/2 and level N is irreducible. Recall that the weights of the factors of f
are bounded above by k/2. However, a priori we do not know how large the
level of an arbitrary factor of f might be. Because, the notion of reducibility
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of a holomorphic eta quotient allows factors of arbitrary levels. For example,
we have
(1.8)
ηη2η6
η3
=
ηη4η
2
6
η2η3η12
× η
2
2 η12
η4η6
,
where a reducible holomorphic eta quotient of level 6 is factored into two
holomorphic eta quotients of level 12. Scenarios like the above might make
one wonder whether there could be a holomorphic eta quotient with infin-
itely many factors. In particular, such scenarios pose a serious challenge in
determination of irreducibility of holomorphic eta quotients. We meet this
challenge in two different ways: Our first reflex is to use the most powerful
canon in this domain till date, viz. Mersmann’s finiteness theorem (1.6).
However, the use of Mersmann’s theorem in this case yields only partial
success: For a positive integer k, we call the least common multiple of the
levels of all primitive and irreducible holomorphic eta quotients of weights
less than or equal to k/2 the k-th Mersmann level and denote it by Mk. In
Lemma 1, we see that the levels of the factors of a holomorphic eta quotient
f of weight k/2 and level N divide lcm(N,Mk−1). Since every set of holo-
morphic eta quotients of bounded weights and levels is finite (see 3.13), we
conclude that every holomorphic eta quotient has only finitely many factors.
For example, from Zagier’s list (1.7), we see that M1 = 12. Hence, the level
of every factor of a holomorphic eta quotient of weight 1 and level N divides
lcm(N, 12). In particular, 12 is the maximum possible level of the factors of
a holomorphic eta quotient of weight 1 and level 6 (see 1.8). The only prob-
lem with this approach is that almost nothing is known about the values
of Mk for k > 1, except their existence. So, at the end we shall circumvent
altogether the use of Mersmann’s finiteness theorem and proceed instead
via the notion of quasi-irreducibility: We call a holomorphic eta quotient f
of level N quasi-irreducible if f has no proper factor whose level divides N .
From Theorem 1 in [7], it follows:
The weights of the quasi-irreducible holomorphic eta quotients of level N
are bounded above by κ(N)/2, where
(1.9) κ(N) := ϕ (rad(N))
∏
p∈℘N
pm‖N
(
(m− 1)(p− 1) + 2).
Here ϕ, ℘N and rad(N) denote resp. Euler’s totient function, the set of
distinct prime divisors of N and the product of these primes.
The above statement together with Lemma 1 implies that each holomorphic
eta quotient f of level N either have a proper factor whose level divides N
or the weights of all the factors of f divide
(1.10) LN := lcm
(
N,Mκ(N)−1
)
(see Theorem 1). By MN , we denote the minimum of the levels of the
proper factors of a reducible holomorphic eta quotient of level N . Clearly,
MN divides LN . However, in general, the bound LN is not explicit due
to the lack of information about the size of Mκ(N)−1. So, in our second
approach, we construct an upper bound for MN recursively, using only the
notion of quasi-irreducibility (see Corollary 7). In particular, this approach
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works particularly well for eta quotients of prime power levels: It shows
that every reducible holomorphic eta quotient of a prime power level N has
a proper factor whose level divides N (see Theorem 2). As a consequence, it
follows that if we rescale by a positive integer an irreducible holomorphic eta
quotient f of a prime power level or if we take an Atkin-Lehner involution∗ of
f , we obtain another irreducible holomorphic eta quotient (see Corollary 4).
Also, with the support of a huge amount of numerical evidence, we spec-
ulate that similar statements as above hold for holomorphic eta quotients in
general: Reducibility Conjecture
Conjecture 1 (Reducibility Conjecture). Every reducible holomorphic eta
quotient of an arbitrary level N has a proper factor whose level divides N .
Conjecture 2 (Irreducibility Conjecture). The rescalings of an irreducible
holomorphic eta quotient by positive integers are irreducible.
In Corollary 18, we see that the last conjecture is equivalent to the fol-
lowing, which in turn, follows from Conjecture 1 (see Corollary 17):
Conjecture 2′. The images of an irreducible holomorphic eta quotient un-
der the Atkin-Lehner involutions are irreducible.
An eta quotient on Γ0(N) is an eta quotient whose level divides N . If a
holomorphic eta quotient f has a decomposition into a product of two proper
factors g and h such that both g and h are eta quotients on Γ0(N), then we
say that f is factorizable on Γ0(N). For example, the eta quotient of level 6
in (1.8) also has the following factorization into holomorphic etaquotients of
level 6 and level 2:
(1.11)
ηη2η6
η3
=
η2η6
η2η3
× η
2
2
η
.
So, the eta quotient
ηη2η6
η3
is indeed factorizable on Γ0(6).
The notions of irreducibility and factorizability make sense also for mod-
ular forms in general. In [7], we see that every modular form with the trivial
multiplier system on SL2(Z) has a unique factorization of the form:
(1.12) C0E
a
4E
b
6
∏
t∈C∗
(E34 − tE26)ct ,
for some C0 ∈ C and some nonnegative integers a, b, ct, where ct is zero for
all but finitely many t. For all k ∈ 2N, by Ek here we denote the normalized
Eisenstein series of weight k:
(1.13) Ek(z) := 1− 2k
Bk
∞∑
n=1
σk−1(n)qn,
where the function σk−1 : N→ N is given by
(1.14) σk−1(n) :=
∑
d|n
dk−1
∗We briefly recall the notion of Atkin-Lehner involutions in Section 3.
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and the k-th Bernoulli number Bk is defined by
(1.15)
t
et − 1 =
∞∑
k=0
Bk
k!
· tk.
For each even integer k > 2, Ek is a modular form of weight k on SL2(Z)
(see [21]). From [7], we also know that none of E4, E6 or E
3
4 − tE26 for all
t ∈ C∗ is factorizable on SL2(Z), whereas each of them has proper factors on
Γ0(4). So, the analog of Conjecture 1 fails for modular forms in general. In
the Appendix, we discuss a little more about factorizability and irreducibility
of certain modular forms. Conjecture 1′
We call a holomorphic eta quotient f of level N quasi-irreducible if it is not
factorizable on Γ0(N). Clearly, the following is equivalent to Conjecture 1:
Conjecture 1′. Every quasi-irreducible holomorphic eta quotient is irre-
ducible.
Define the extract of an eta quotient f as the primitive eta quotient f0
(see 1.6) of which f is a rescaling by a positive integer. Now, Conjecture 2
implies the following restatement of Conjecture 1′:
Conjecture 1′′. A holomorphic eta quotient is irreducible if its extract is
quasi-irreducible.
Since quasi-irreducibility of holomorphic eta quotients on Γ0(N) is deter-
minable (see Algorithm 1), the truth of Conjecture 1 would enable us to
check irreducibility of holomorphic eta quotients in general.
Algorithm 1 (Checking factorizability on Γ0(N)). If a holomorphic eta
quotient f is factorizable on Γ0(N), then there exists a holomorphic eta
quotient g /∈ {1, f} on Γ0(N), such that
ords(g ; Γ0(N)) ≤ ords(f ; Γ0(N))
at all cusps s of Γ0(N) (see 3.8). Since eta quotients do not have zeros or
poles on the upper half-plane, the valence formula (3.11) implies that the
eta quotient g is uniquely determined by its orders at the cusps of Γ0(N).
Since for all cusps s of Γ0(N), 24 ords(g ; Γ0(N)) is a nonnegative integer
(see 3.7), and since Γ0(N) has only finitely many cusps, it follows that the
search for such a g halts eventually.∗
We also see an irreducibility criterion for holomorphic eta quotients in [3].
2. The results
We show that a holomorphic eta quotients f is irreducible, if there does
not exist any proper factor of f up to sufficiently large levels:
Theorem 1. The levels of all the factors of a quasi-irreducible holomorphic
eta quotient of level N divide LN , where LN is as defined in (1.10).
∗This na¨ıve algorithm could be improved by using (3.9) and by implementing standard
linear algebraic techniques for finding a suitable lattice point (if any) in the relevant
compact subset (see [7]) of the cone generated by the columns of the inverse of the order
matrix AN (see 3.15, 3.18 and 3.19).
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Corollary 1. The minimum of the levels of the proper factors of a reducible
holomorphic eta quotient of level N is bounded above in terms of N . 
Theorem 1 follows from the upper bound on the weights of the quasi-
irreducible holomorphic eta quotients of level N (see 1.9) and from the
following lemma which we prove in Section 4.
Lemma 1. Let k,N ∈ N with k ≥ 2 and let f be a holomorphic eta quo-
tient of weight k/2 and level N . Then the levels of the factors of f divide
lcm(N,Mk−1), where Mk−1 is the (k − 1)-th Mersmann level.
Since the set of holomorphic eta quotients of a fixed weight and a fixed
level is finite (see 3.13), we conclude:
Corollary 2. There are only finitely many factors of a holomorphic eta
quotient. 
From Zagier’s list (1.7), we obtain M1 = 12. So, Lemma 1 implies that
Corollary 3. The levels of the factors of a holomorphic eta quotient of
weight 1 and level N divide lcm(N, 12). 
In particular, if 12|N , then every weight 1 quasi-irreducible holomorphic
eta quotient of level N is irreducible. Since the k-th Mersmann level is not
explicitly known for any k > 1, we shall circumvent altogether the use of
Lemma 1 to prove a few effective results about irreducibility of holomorphic
eta quotients:
Theorem 2. Every quasi-irreducible holomorphic eta quotient of level pn is
irreducible for each prime p and natural number n.
For example, ηp/ηp is a quasi-irreducible holomorphic eta quotient for any
prime p (see Lemma 3 in [7] or Lemma 2.3 in [4]). So, by Theorem 2, it is
irreducible (this follows also from Theorem 3 in [7]). In Section 7, we prove
the above theorem and in Section 8, we deduce the following.
Corollary 4. Let f be a quasi-irreducible holomorphic eta quotient of a
prime power level. Then the rescalings of f by the positive integers as well
as the images of f under the Atkin-Lehner involutions are irreducible.
Since ηp/ηp is quasi-irreducible, Corollary 4 implies:
Corollary 5. For each prime p and positive integer m, the holomorphic
eta quotients
ηpm
ηpm
and
ηppm
ηm
are irreducible. 
Now, let us consider holomorphic eta quotients of a general level N . By
rad(N), we denote the product of distinct prime divisors of N . For a divisor
d of N , we say that d exactly divides N and write d‖N if gcd(d,N/d) = 1. In
order to state the next result, we also introduce the functions Υ : R>1 → N
and Rk : N→ Q defined by
(2.1) Υ(x) :=

1 if x < 2∏
j∈N
j≤x−1
(x− j)2j−1 otherwise
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and
(2.2) Rk(N) := k
∏
p∈℘N
pm‖N
(p+ 1
p− 1
)min{2,m}
,
where ℘N denotes the set of prime divisors of N . We prove the following in
Section 9.
Theorem 3. Let k,N ∈ Z>1 and let f be a reducible holomorphic eta
quotient of weight k/2 and level N . Let M be the least positive integer such
that f is factorizable on Γ0(M). Then we have
(2.3) M ≤ (2Nk)2Rk−1(N)−1Υ(Rk−1(N))
and rad(M) = rad(N).
Corollary 6. Irreducibility of a holomorphic eta quotient is determinable.

From the above theorem and from the upper bound on the weights of the
quasi-irreducible holomorphic eta quotients of level N , it follows that
Corollary 7. Let N > 1 be an integer and let f be a reducible holomorphic
eta quotient of level N . Let M be the least positive integer such that f is
factorizable on Γ0(M). Then we have
(2.4) M ≤ (2Nκ(N))2R(N)−1Υ(R(N))
and rad(M) = rad(N). Here κ(N) is as in (1.9) and R(N) := Rκ(N)−1(N)
is defined by (2.2). 
The following lemma, which we prove in Sections 5 and 6, would be
instrumental in establishing both Theorem 2 and Theorem 3.
Lemma 2. Let N > 1 be an integer and let f be a reducible holomorphic
eta quotient on Γ0(N).
(a) Then there exists a multiple M of N with rad(M) = rad(N) such
that f is factorizable on Γ0(M).
(b) Let M > N be as above and suppose there exists a factor g of f on
Γ0(M) such that the exponent of ηtM/N0 in g is nonzero for some
t|N0, where N0 is the greatest common exact divisor of M and N .
Let M0 := M/N . If
(2.5) M0 ≥ 2ω(M0)−1rad(M0)ϕ̂(N0),
then f has a factor of weight greater than or equal to ϕ(rad(N))/2 on
Γ0(N). Moreover, if strict inequality holds in (2.5), then this factor
of f is nontrivial. Here ω(M0) denotes the number of distinct prime
divisors of M0, ϕ denotes Euler’s totient function and the function
ϕ̂ : N→ N is defined by
(2.6) ϕ̂(N) := N
∏
p∈℘N
(
p− 1
p
)
,
where ℘N denotes the set of prime divisors of N .
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3. Notations and the basic facts
By N we denote the set of positive integers. We define the operation
 : N× N→ N by
(3.1) d1  d2 := lcm(d1, d2)
gcd(d1, d2)
.
For N ∈ N, by DN (resp. EN ) we denote the set of divisors (resp. exact
divisors) of N . It follows trivially that (EN ,) is a boolean group (i. e. each
element of EN is the inverse of itself) and that EN acts on DN by . For
X ∈ ZDN , we define the eta quotient ηX by
(3.2) ηX :=
∏
d∈DN
ηXdd ,
where Xd is the value of X at d ∈ DN whereas ηd denotes the rescaling of η
by d. Clearly, the level of ηX divides N . In other words, ηX transforms like
a modular form on Γ0(N). For N, k ∈ Z, let E!N,k (resp. EN,k) be the set
of eta quotients (resp. holomorphic eta quotients) of weight k/2 on Γ0(N).
For n ∈ EN , we define the Atkin-Lehner map aln,N : E!N,k → E!N,k by
(3.3) aln,N
( ∏
d∈DN
ηXdd
)
:=
∏
d∈DN
ηXdnd.
Since EN is a boolean group and since it acts on DN by , it follows trivially
that the map aln,N : E!N,k → E!N,k is an involution. It is easy to show that the
above definition is compatible with the usual definition (see [1]) of Atkin-
Lehner involutions of modular forms on Γ0(N) up to multiplication by a
complex number (see the Preliminaries in [4]). So in particular, if f is an
eta quotient on Γ0(N) and n ∈ EN , then f is holomorphic if and only if so
is aln,N (f).
Recall that a holomorphic eta quotient f on Γ0(N) is an eta quotient on
Γ0(N) that does not have any poles at the cusps. Under the action of Γ0(N)
on P1(Q) by Mo¨bius transformation, for a, b ∈ Z with gcd(a, b) = 1, we have
(3.4) [a : b] ∼Γ0(N) [a′ : gcd(N, b)]
for some a′ ∈ Z which is coprime to gcd(N, b) (see [8]). We identify P1(Q)
with Q ∪ {∞} via the canonical bijection that maps [α : λ] to α/λ if λ 6= 0
and to ∞ if λ = 0. For s ∈ Q ∪ {∞} and a weakly holomorphic modular
form f on Γ0(N), the order of f at the cusp s of Γ0(N) is the exponent
of q1/ws occurring with the first nonzero coefficient in the q-expansion of f
at the cusp s, where ws is the width of the cusp s (see [8], [18]). Hence in
particular, for N |N ′, we have
(3.5) ords(f ; Γ0(N
′)) =
w′s
ws
· ords(f ; Γ0(N)),
where ws (resp. w
′
s) is the width of the cusp s of Γ0(N) (resp. Γ0(N
′)).
The following is the set of the equivalence classes of the cusps of Γ0(N) (see
[8, 13]):
(3.6) SN :=
{a
t
∈ Q ∣∣ t ∈ DN , a ∈ Z, gcd(a, t) = 1}/ ∼ ,
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where
a
t
∼ b
t
if and only if a ≡ b (mod gcd(t,N/t)). For d ∈ DN and for
s =
a
t
∈ SN with gcd(a, t) = 1, we have
(3.7) ords(ηd ; Γ0(N)) =
N · gcd(d, t)2
24 · d · gcd(t2, N) ∈
1
24
Z
(see [13]). It is easy to check the above inclusion when N is a prime power.
The general case follows by multiplicativity (see 3.15 and 3.18). It follows
that for all X ∈ ZDN , we have
(3.8) ords(η
X ; Γ0(N)) =
1
24
∑
d∈DN
N · gcd(d, t)2
d · gcd(t2, N)Xd .
In particular, that implies
(3.9) orda/t(η
X ; Γ0(N)) = ord1/t(η
X ; Γ0(N))
for all t ∈ DN and for all the ϕ(gcd(t,N/t)) inequivalent cusps of Γ0(N)
represented by rational numbers of the form
a
t
∈ SN with gcd(a, t) = 1. Let
ψ(N) denote the index of Γ0(N) in SL2(Z). Then ψ : N→ N is given by
(3.10) ψ(N) := N ·
∏
p|N
p prime
(
1 +
1
p
)
(see [8]). The valence formula for Γ0(N) (see [2, 18]) states:
(3.11)
∑
P∈Γ0(N)\H
1
nP
· ordP (f) +
∑
s∈SN
ords(f ; Γ0(N)) =
k · ψ(N)
24
,
where k ∈ Z, f : H → C is a meromorphic function that transforms like a
modular forms of weight k/2 on Γ0(N) which is also meromorphic at the
cusps of Γ0(N) and nP is the number of elements in the stabilizer of P in
the group Γ0(N)/{±I}, where I ∈ SL2(Z) denotes the identity matrix.
For a meromorphic function f : H → C which transforms like a modular
form on Γ0(N), let Πf denote the product of all the images of f under the
operations by the elements of a minimal set of right coset representatives of
Γ0(N) in SL2(Z). Then Πf transforms like a modular form on SL2(Z). It
is easy to check that if the valence formula holds for Πf , then it also holds
for f . Thus, the case for an arbitrary N in (3.11) reduces to the case N = 1
which in turn, follows from contour integration of the logarithmic derivative
of Πf along the boundary of a fundamental domain for SL2(Z) (see [18]).
In particular, if f is an eta quotient, then from (3.11) we obtain
(3.12)
∑
s∈SN
ords(f ; Γ0(N)) =
k · ψ(N)
24
,
because eta quotients do not have poles or zeros on H. It follows from (3.12),
(3.6) and (3.9) that for an eta quotient f of weight k/2 on Γ0(N), the valence
formula further reduces to
(3.13)
∑
t |N
ϕ(gcd(t,N/t)) · ord1/t(f ; Γ0(N)) =
k · ψ(N)
24
,
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where ϕ denotes Euler’s totient function. Since ord1/t(f ; Γ0(N)) ∈ 124Z
(see 3.7), from (3.13) we conclude that the number of holomorphic eta quo-
tients of weight k/2 on Γ0(N) is at most the number of solutions of the
equation
∑
t|N ϕ(gcd(t,N/t)) · xt = k · ψ(N) in nonnegative integers xt.
Also, the following result of Mersmann / Rouse-Webb (see [14], Theorem 2
in [19] or Corollary 1 in [5]) implies an upper bound on the number of such
eta quotients:
For X ∈ ZDN , let ηX be a holomorphic eta quotient of(3.14)
weight k/2 on Γ0(N). Then we have ‖X‖ ≤ Rk(N).
Here ‖X‖ := ∑d|Xd| and the function Rk : N → Q is as defined in (2.2).
Moreover, if the holomorphic eta quotient ηX is not factorizable on Γ0(N),
then Theorem 1 in [7] implies that ‖X‖ is bounded above by a function of
only N (see 1.9 and 3.14) .
We define the order map ON : ZDN → 124ZDN of level N as the map which
sends X ∈ ZDN to the ordered set of orders of the eta quotient ηX at the
cusps {1/t}t∈DN of Γ0(N). Also, we define the order matrix AN ∈ ZDN×DN
of level N by
(3.15) AN (t, d) := 24 · ord1/t(ηd ; Γ0(N))
for all t, d ∈ DN . For example, for a prime power pn, we have
(3.16) Apn =

pn pn−1 pn−2 · · · p 1
pn−2 pn−1 pn−2 · · · p 1
pn−4 pn−3 pn−2 · · · p 1
...
...
... · · · ... ...
1 p p2 · · · pn−1 pn−2
1 p p2 · · · pn−1 pn

.
By linearity of the order map, we have
(3.17) ON (X) = 1
24
·ANX .
For r ∈ N, if Y, Y ′ ∈ ZDrN is such that Y −Y ′ is nonnegative at each element
of DrN , then we write Y ≥ Y ′. In particular, for X ∈ ZDN , the eta quotient
ηX is holomorphic if and only if ANX ≥ 0.
From (3.15) and (3.7), we note that AN (t, d) is multiplicative in N, t and
d. Hence, it follows that
(3.18) AN =
⊗
pn‖N
p prime
Apn ,
where by ⊗, we denote the Kronecker product of matrices.∗
∗Kronecker product of matrices is not commutative. However, since any given ordering
of the primes dividing N induces a lexicographic ordering on DN with which the entries
of AN are indexed, Equation (3.18) makes sense for all possible orderings of the primes
dividing N .
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It is easy to verify that for a prime power pn, the matrix Apn is invertible
with the tridiagonal inverse:
(3.19) A−1pn =
1
pn · (p− 1p)

p −p
−1 p2 + 1 −p2 0
−p p · (p2 + 1) −p3
. . .
. . .
. . .
0 −p2 p2 + 1 −1
−p p

,
where for each positive integer j < n, the nonzero entries of the column
A−1pn ( , pj) are the same as those of the column A
−1
pn ( , p) shifted down by
j − 1 entries and multiplied with pmin{j−1,n−j−1}. More precisely,
ϕ̂(pn) ·A−1pn (pi, pj) =
p if i = j = 0 or i = j = n
−pmin{j,n−j} if |i− j| = 1
pmin{j−1,n−j−1} · (p2 + 1) if 0 < i = j < n
0 otherwise,
(3.20)
where ϕ̂ is as defined in (2.6). For general N , the invertibility of the matrix
AN now follows by (3.18). Hence, any eta quotient on Γ0(N) is uniquely
determined by its orders at the set of the cusps {1/t}t∈DN of Γ0(N). In
particular, for distinct X,X ′ ∈ ZDN , we have ηX 6= ηX′ . The last statement
is also implied by the uniqueness of q-series expansion: Let ηX̂ and ηX̂
′
be
the eta products (i. e. X̂, X̂ ′ ≥ 0) obtained by multiplying ηX and ηX′ with
a common denominator. The claim follows by induction on the weight of
ηX̂ (or equivalently, the weight of ηX̂
′
) when we compare the corresponding
first two exponents of q occurring in the q-series expansions of ηX̂ and ηX̂
′
.
We define 1N and pαN ∈ QDN by
(3.21) 1N (t) := 1 for all t ∈ DN and pαN := (A−1N )T1N .
Comparing (3.17) with (3.13) and recalling that for X ∈ ZDN , the weight
the eta quotient ηX is 12
∑
d∈DN Xd, we get
(3.22) pαN (t) =
ϕ(gcd(t,N/t))
ψ(N)
for all t ∈ DN .
Equation (3.22) also follows directly from (3.19) and (3.18). So, rather than
obtaining (3.13) as a corollary to the valence formula for Γ0(N), one could
also deduce it from (3.17) and (3.22) (see the Preliminaries in [4]).
Next, we briefly recall eta quotients with rational exponents (see [10]). We
define L : H→ C by
(3.23) L(z) :=
piiz
12
+
∑
n∈N
log(1− e2piinz) = piiz
12
−
∑
n∈N
∑
m∈N
e2piimnz
m
.
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The double series above converges absolutely and uniformly on compact
subsets of H. So, L is holomorphic on H. Also, L exhibits a nice transfor-
mation behaviour under the action of SL2(Z) on H, from which the modular
transformation property η = eL follows (See [17]). For X ∈ QDN , we define
(3.24) ηX :=
∏
d∈DN
eXdLd ,
where Xd is the value of X at d ∈ DN whereas Ld denotes the rescaling of L
by d. The modularity of ηX under Γ0(N) again follows from the transforma-
tion property of L (see the Preliminaries in [4]). In particular, holomorphic
eta quotients with rational exponents provide us with examples of modular
forms of arbitrary rational weights.
Let f be an eta quotient with fractional exponents on Γ0(N). Then there
exists an n ∈ N such that g := fn is an eta quotient with integer coefficients.
Naturally, the order of f at a cusp s of Γ0(N) is defined by
(3.25) ords(f ; Γ0(N)) :=
ords(g ; Γ0(N))
n
.
4. Proof of Theorem 1
Theorem 1 follows immediately from (1.9) and Lemma 1. We prove this
lemma in the following:
Proof of Lemma 1. The claim holds trivially if f is irreducible. So, let us
assume that f is reducible. We proceed by induction on the weight of f . So,
first we consider the case where f is of weight 1. Since f is reducible, there
exist nonconstant holomorphic eta quotients g and h such that f = g × h.
Since f is of weight 1 and since the weight of any nonconstant holomorphic
eta quotient is at least 1/2, both g and h must be of weight 1/2. Let
X ∈ ZDN be such that f = ηX and let d ∈ DN be such that Xd is nonzero.
Then the exponent of ηd in either g or h must also be nonzero. Without loss
of generality, we may assume that the exponent of ηd in g is nonzero. Let g0
denote the extract of g. Since the weight of any nonconstant holomorphic
eta quotient is at least 1/2, each eta quotient of weight 1/2 is irreducible.
In particular, so is g0. Since g0 is a primitive irreducible holomorphic eta
quotient of weight 1/2, it follows from Mersmann’s finiteness theorem (1.6)
that the level of g0 divides the 1st Mersmann level M1. Since g is a rescaling
of g0 by some divisor of d, the level of g divides lcm(d,M1). Since the level of
h must divide the least common multiple of the levels of f and g, it follows
that the level of h is a divisor of lcm(N,M1). Thus, the claim holds in the
weight 1 case.
Let us assume that the claim holds for all the cases where f is of weight
less than or equal to k0/2 for some integer k0 ≥ 2. Now, consider the case
where f is of weight (k0 +1)/2. Since f is reducible, there exist nonconstant
holomorphic eta quotients g and h such that f = g×h. Let X ∈ ZDN be such
that f = ηX and let d ∈ DN be such that Xd is nonzero. Then the exponent
of ηd in either g or h must also be nonzero. Without loss of generality, we
may assume that the exponent of ηd in g is nonzero. Then there exists an
irreducible factor g′ of g such that the exponent of ηd in g′ is nonzero. Since
g′ 6= f , the weight of g′ is at most k0/2. Since g′ is irreducible, so is its extract
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g′0. Since g′0 is a primitive irreducible holomorphic eta quotient of weight
at most k0/2, it follows from Mersmann’s finiteness theorem (1.6) that the
level of g′0 divides the k0-th Mersmann level Mk0 . Since g′ is a rescaling
of g′0 by some divisor of d, the level of g′ divides lcm(d,Mk0). Since the
level of h′ := f/g′ must divide the least common multiple of the levels of f
and g′, it follows that the level of h′ is a divisor of lcm(N,Mk0). Since the
weight of h′ is at most k0/2, it follows from the induction hypothesis that
the level of each factor of h′ is a divisor of lcm(N,Mk0). In particular, since
h′ = h × g/g′, both the levels of h and g = g′ × g/g′ divide lcm(N,Mk0).
Thus, the level of each factor of f divides lcm(N,Mk0). 
5. Level lowering map
Here we show that given a factorization of a level N holomorphic eta
quotient f of the form f = g × h, we can trim the levels of g and h off the
primes which does not divide N by constructing a pair of holomorphic eta
quotients g˜ and h˜ such that f = g˜ × h˜ (see Lemma 4). Thus, the assertion
in Lemma 2.(a) would follow. We shall also see some applications of the
level lowering map in the proof of Theorem 3 in Section 9.
For M ∈ N and N ∈ DM , we define the linear map PM,N : ZDM→ QDN
by pn,N : E!N → E!n
(5.1) (PM,N (X))d := d ·
∑
t∈DM
gcd(t,N)=d
td
t
·Xt for all d ∈ DN .
Here td is the largest divisor of t that is coprime to d. Let E!M :=
⋃
k∈Z
E!M,k
(resp. EM :=
⋃
k∈Z
EM,k) be the group (resp. monoid) of eta quotients (resp.
holomorphic eta quotients) on Γ0(M). Let Ê!M (resp. ÊM ) denote the
generalization of E!M (resp. EM ) to eta quotients with rational exponents.
Then for N ∈ DM , the map PM,N induces the homomorphism pM,N : E!M →
Ê!N given by
(5.2) pM,N (η
X) := ηPM,N (X).
Lemma 3. For M ∈ N and N ∈ DM , let pM,N : E!M → Ê!N be the homo-
morphism defined above. Then the following statements hold:
(a) If n ∈ DN and if f is an eta quotient of level n, then pM,N (f) = f .
(b) If N‖M , then the homomorphism pM,N maps E!M onto E!N and
moreover, pM,N preserves weight.
(c) If N ′ ∈ DM such that N ′‖M and N ∈ DN ′, then pM,N = pN ′,N ◦
pM,N ′.
(d) For all M ∈ N and N ∈ DM , the homomorphism pM,N preserves
holomorphy.
Proof. (a) Let X ∈ DM be such that f = ηX . Since f is of level n,
Xt = 0 for all t 6 | n.
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So, for d ∈ DN , we have
(PM,N (X))d = d ·
∑
t∈DM
gcd(t,N)=d
td
t
·Xt =
{
Xd if d|n
0 otherwise,
where td is the largest divisor of t that is coprime to d. Thus, we obtain
that pM,N (f) = f.
(b) Let t ∈ DM with (t,N) = d. Since N‖M , t/d is the largest divisor of t
that is coprime to d. Hence, it follows that
(5.3) (PM,N (X))d =
∑
t∈DM
gcd(t,N)=d
Xt .
So, the range of pM,N is contained in E!N . The surjectivity follows from
(a). The fact that pM,N preserves weight follows from (5.3) and from the
equality: ∑
d∈DN, t∈DM
gcd(t,N)=d
Xt =
∑
t∈DM
Xt,
which holds because gcd(N,M/N) = 1.
(c) Let X ∈ ZDM and let X ′ := PM,N ′(X). Since N ′‖M , from (b) we get
that
Xt′ =
∑
t∈DM
gcd(t,N)=t′
Xt ,
for all t′ ∈ DN ′ . Hence, for d ∈ DN , we have
(PN ′,N ◦ PM,N ′(X))d = d ·
∑
t′∈DN′
gcd(t′,N)=d
t′d
t′
·
∑
t∈DM
gcd(t,N)=t′
Xt
= d ·
∑
t∈DM
gcd(t,N)=d
td
t
·Xt = (PM,N (X))d ,
where td (resp. t
′
d) is the largest divisor of t (resp. t
′) that is coprime
to d. Above, the second equality follows from (5.4) below. Since N ′‖M ,
the minimum positive multiple of d ∈ DN ⊆ DN ′ that divides t ∈ DM ∩ dZ
exactly, is also an exact divisor of t′ = gcd(t,N ′). Both sides of the following
identity represents the reciprocal of this exact divisor:
(5.4)
td
t
=
t′d
t′
,
where td and t
′
d are as before.
(d) We require to show that ON (PM,N (X)) ≥ 0 if OM (X) ≥ 0. By PM,N ∈
QDN×DM , we denote the matrix of the linear map PM,N with respect to the
standard bases of QDM and QDN . So, for d ∈ DN and t ∈ DM , we have
(5.5) PM,N (d, t) =
{
d·td
t if d = gcd(t,N)
0 otherwise,
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where td is the largest divisor of t that is coprime to d. From (3.17), we get
ON (PM,N (X)) = ANPM,NA−1M OM (X).
Hence, it is enough to show that ANPM,NA
−1
M ≥ 0. Let M1 ∈ N be an exact
divisor of M and let N1 := gcd(M1, N). Let M2 := M/M1 and N2 := N/N1.
From (5.5), we get that
PM1,N1(d1, t1) · PM2,N2(d2, t2) = PM,N (d1d2, t1t2),
where di ∈ DNi and ti ∈ DMi for i ∈ {1, 2}. That implies: PM,N = PM1,N1⊗
PM2,N2 or more elaborately,
(5.6) PM,N =
⊗
pm‖M, pn‖N
p prime
Ppm, pn ,
where by ⊗, we denote the Kronecker product of matrices.∗ From (3.18)
and (5.6) we get that
ANPM,NA
−1
M =
⊗
pm‖M, pn‖N
p prime
ApnPpm, pnA
−1
pm ,
Hence, it suffices to show that ApnPpm, pnA
−1
pm ≥ 0 for each prime p and for
all integers m ≥ n ≥ 0:
First we consider the case m ≥ n = 0: We have Ppm,1 = 1Tpm . So, from
(3.21) and (3.22) we get that
A1Ppm,1A
−1
pm = pα
T
pm ≥ 0.
On the other hand, for m ≥ n > 0, we have
(5.7) Ppm, pn =
1
0
0 1 1
p
1
p2
1
pm−n


(n+1)×(m+1) .
From (3.19), we recall that A−1pm is a tridiagonal matrix with columns of
the form a · (p,−1, 0, . . . , 0)T, b · (0, . . . , 0,−p, p2 + 1,−p, 0, . . . , 0)T and c ·
(0, . . . , 0,−1, p)T, where a, b, c are some positive rational numbers. Again,
from the structures of Apn and Ppm, pn (see (3.16) and (5.7)), it is easy to
note that each entry of ApnPpm, pn is of the form p
` for some ` ∈ Z and the
exponents of p in any two consecutive entries in a row of ApnPpm, pn differ
by 1. It follows that each entry of ApnPpm, pnA
−1
pm is a positive multiple of
XY T where X ∈ {(p2, p, 1), (1, p, 1), (1, p, p2)} and Y ∈ {(p,−1, 0), (−p, p2 +
1,−p), (0,−1, p)}, i. e., X is a row of Ap2 and Y T is a column of A−1p2 up to
a positive rational multiple. 
∗Kronecker product of matrices is not commutative. However, since any given ordering
of the primes dividing N ′ induces a lexicographic ordering on DN′ and DN with which
the entries of PM,N are indexed, Equation (5.6) makes sense for all possible orderings of
the primes dividing N ′.
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Corollary 8. Let f be a holomorphic eta quotient of level N . If there exists
an N1‖N such that pN,N1(f) is irreducible, then f is also irreducible.
For example, h :=
η22 η
2
3 η
5
5 η
2
12η
5
20η
25
30
ηη4η56 η
10
10 η
10
15 η
10
60
is a holomorphic eta quotient of level
60 and we have
p60,5(h) =
η55
η
.
It is easy to show that η55/η is quasi-irreducible (see [4]). Hence, by Theo-
rem 2, it follows that η55/η is irreducible. So, by Corollary 8, we get that h
is irreducible. Level Lowering Lemma
Lemma 4 (Level Lowering Lemma). Let f be a holomorphic eta quotient on
of level N which is factorizable on Γ0(M) for some M ∈ N ·N. Let M = mn
with rad(n)|N and (m,N) = 1. Let g be a factor of f on Γ0(M). Then
f = pM,n(g)× pM,n(f/g)
is a factorization of f on Γ0(n).
Proof. Clearly, we have n‖M . So, Lemma 3 implies that the homomorphism
pM,n : E!M → E!n preserves both weight and holomorphy of eta quotients.
Since the level of f divides n, again from Lemma 3, we obtain
f = pM,n(f) = pM,n(g)× pM,n(h).

For example, the holomorphic eta quotient
η52 η3η12
η2η24 η
2
6
of level 12 is a factor
of the holomorphic eta quotient
η82
η2η24
of level 4. So by Lemma 4, the later
is factorizable on Γ0(4):
η82
η2η24
=
η52 η3η12
η2η24 η
2
6
× η
3
2 η
2
6
η3η12
= p12,4
(η52 η3η12
η2η24 η
2
6
)
× p12,4
( η32 η26
η3η12
)
=
η32
ηη4
× η
5
2
ηη4
.
It is easy to check that all the eta quotients above are holomorphic. In
particular, from Lemma 4 we conclude:
Corollary 9. The assertion in part (a) of Lemma 2 holds.
Corollary 10. Let M ∈ N and let N‖M . If a holomorphic eta quotient f
of level N is factorizable on Γ0(M), then f is also factorizable on Γ0(N).
Corollary 11. If a holomorphic eta quotient f of level N has a proper factor
of a squarefree level, then f is factorizable on Γ0(N).
6. Construction of new factors
We already saw a partial result (Corollary 9) towards Lemma 2. Here
we complete the proof of this lemma by constructing a suitable factor of a
holomorphic eta quotient f of level N , which satisfies the assumptions in
its part (b). To describe this factor explicitly, first we require to implement
a certain normalization of the columns of the inverse of the order matrix
AN of level N (see [7]). Since all the entries of A
−1
N are rational with their
denominators dividing ϕ̂(N) (see 3.18, 3.20 and 2.6), for each t ∈ DN ,
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there exists a smallest positive integer mt,N | ϕ̂(N) such that mt,N ·A−1N ( , t)
has integer entries, where A−1N ( , t) denotes the column of AN indexed by
t ∈ DN .
Lemma 5. For N ∈ N and t ∈ DN , let mt,N denote the least positive integer
such that mt,N ·A−1N ( , t) ∈ ZDN . Then we have
(6.1) mt,N = ϕ̂
(N
t′′
)
ϕ̂
( t′′ rad(t′)
gcd(t′, t′′/t′)
)
,
where t′ is the quotient of t by the greatest common exact divisor of N and t,
t′′ is the least exact divisor of N such that t′ |t′′ and the function ϕ̂ : N→ N
is as defined in (2.6).
Proof. If N is a prime power, the claim follows from (3.20). The general
case then follows by multiplicativity (see 3.18). 
We define BN ∈ ZDN×DN by
(6.2) BN ( , t) := mt,N ·A−1N ( , t) for all t ∈ DN .
Clearly, BN is invertible over Q. Since mt,N is multiplicative in N and t,
from the multiplicativity of A−1N (d, t) in N , d and t (see 3.18), it follows that
BN (d, t) is also multiplicative in N , d and t. That implies:
(6.3) BN =
⊗
p∈℘N
pn‖N
Bpn ,
where ℘N denotes the set of prime divisors of N . For a prime p, from (6.2)
and (3.19), we have
(6.4) Bpn =

p −p
−1 p2 + 1 −p 0
−p p2 + 1 −p
. . .
. . .
. . .
0 −p p2 + 1 −1
−p p

.
From (6.3) and (6.4), it follows that for all t ∈ DN , the weight of an eta
quotient of the form
(6.5) ηBN ( , t) :=
∏
d|N
η
BN (d , t)
d
is at least ϕ(rad(N))/2 (see (4.8) in [7]). So, the assertion in part (b) of
Lemma 2 is implied by the following:
Lemma 2.(b)′. Let N > 1 be an integer and let f be a holomorphic eta
quotient on Γ0(N). Let M > N be a multiple of N with rad(M) = rad(N)
and let g be a factor of f on Γ0(M) such that the exponent of ηtM/N0 in g
is nonzero for some t|N0, where N0 is the greatest common exact divisor of
M and N . Let M0 := M/N . If
(6.6) M0 ≥ 2ω(M0)−1rad(M0)ϕ̂(N0),
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then there exists r ∈ DN0 such that ηBN ( , rN1) is a factor of f , where
N1 := N/N0. Moreover, if strict inequality holds in (6.6), then η
BN ( , rN1)
is a nontrivial factor of f . Here ω(M0) denotes the number of distinct prime
divisors of M0 and the function ϕ̂ : N→ N is as defined in (2.6).
To prove the above lemma, we need some intermediate results. To state
these results, first we define composition of eta quotients of coprime levels:
Let M,N ∈ N with gcd(M,N) = 1. Let X ∈ ZDM , Y ∈ ZDN and let f = ηX
and g = ηY . We define the eta quotient f ~ g on Γ0(MN) by
(6.7) f ~ g := ηX⊗Y =
∏
d∈DM
∏
d′∈DN
η
XdYd′
dd′ .
The following lemma relates the orders of f ~ g with the orders of f and g
at the cusps:
Lemma 6. Let M,N ∈ N be mutually coprime. Let f (resp. g) be an eta
quotient of Γ0(M) (resp. Γ0(N)). Then for t ∈ DM and t′ ∈ DN , we have
ord 1
tt′
(f ~ g ; Γ0(MN)) = 24 · ord 1
t
(f ; Γ0(M)) · ord 1
t′
(g ; Γ0(N)).
Proof. Let X ∈ ZDM (resp. Y ∈ ZDN ) be such that f = ηX (resp. g = ηY ).
Since gcd(M,N) = 1, it follows from (3.18) that
(6.8) AMN (X ⊗ Y ) = (AMX)⊗ (ANY ).
Now, the claim follows via (3.17). 
Next we provide an essential ingredient of the proof of Lemma 2.(b)′:
Lemma 7 (New Factor Lemma). Let N > 1 be an integer and let f be a
holomorphic eta quotient on Γ0(N). Let M > N be a multiple of N with
rad(M) = rad(N) and let g be a factor of f on Γ0(M) such that there exist
(not necessarily holomorphic) eta quotients g′ 6= 1 (resp. g′′) on Γ0(N0)
(resp. on Γ0(M/rad(M0))) with
g = g′M1 × g′′,
where N0 is the greatest common exact divisor of M and N , M0 := M/N ,
M1 := M/N0 and g
′
M1
denotes the rescaling of g′ by M1. Suppose, there
exists a nonconstant holomorphic eta quotient h on Γ0(N0) such that for all
t ∈ DN0, we have
(6.9) 2ω(M0)−1rad(M0) · ord1/t(h; Γ0(N0)) ≤ M0 ·
∣∣ ord1/t(g′ ; Γ0(N0))∣∣,
where ω(M0) denotes the number of distinct prime divisors of M0. Let
N1 := N/N0.
(1) Then h~ ηBN1 ( ,N1) is a factor of f on Γ0(N).
(2) The above one is a proper factor of f if for at least one t ∈ DN0,
strict inequality holds in (6.9).
Proof. (1) Let M0 =
∏
p∈℘M0
pmp , where by ℘M0 we denote the set of prime
divisors of M0. We shall proceed by induction on mp for all p ∈ ℘M0 . So,
first we consider the case where mp = 1 for all such p:
Let a ∈ 124ZDM with ar = ord1/r(g; Γ0(M)) for r ∈ DM . Since M = N0M1
with N0 and M1 mutually coprime, there is a canonical bijection between
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ZDM and ZDN0 × ZDM1 . Let a˜ ∈ 124(ZDN0 × ZDM1 ) denote the image of
a ∈ 124ZDM under this bijection. Since g is a factor of f , we have
(6.10) 0 ≤ ar ≤ ord1/r(f ; Γ0(M)) for all r ∈ DM .
Let X ∈ ZDM (resp. X ′ ∈ ZDN0 ) be such that g = ηX (resp. g′ = ηX′).
Then from (3.17), we get:
(6.11) X = 24 ·A−1M a = 24 ·A−1N0 ⊗
( ⊗
p∈℘M0
pn‖N
A−1
pn+1
)
a,
where the second equality follows from (3.18). That implies (see Lemma 4.3.1
in [9]):
(6.12) X˜ = 24 ·A−1N0 a˜
( ⊗
p∈℘M0
pn‖N
A−1
pn+1
)T
,
where X˜ is the image of X under the canonical bijection from ZDM to
ZDN0 × ZDM1 . Since for all d ∈ DN0 , we have
X ′d = XdM1 = Xd ∏
p∈℘M0
pn‖N
pn+1 ,
from (6.12) we obtain
X ′ = 24 ·A−1N0 a˜
( ⊗
p∈℘M0
pn‖N
A−1
pn+1
(pn+1, )
)T
=
24
ϕ̂(N1)
·A−1N0 (a′ − a′′),(6.13)
where A−1
pn+1
(pn+1, ) denotes the last row of A−1
pn+1
and where a′, a′′ ∈ ZDM
are defined by
(6.14) a′t :=
∑
S⊆℘M0
#S even
atN1
∏
p∈℘M0rS
p and a
′′
t :=
∑
S⊆℘M0
#S odd
atN1
∏
p∈℘M0rS
p
for all t ∈ DN0 . Here by #S, we denote the number of elements in S. Above,
(6.13) holds since ϕ̂ is multiplicative and since for any prime p, we have
A−1
pn+1
(pn+1, pn) = − 1
ϕ̂(pn)
, A−1
pn+1
(pn+1, pn+1) =
1
ϕ̂(pn)
whereas all other entries of A−1
pn+1
(pn+1, ) are zero (see 3.19).
Now, from (6.13) and (3.17), we get:
(6.15) a′t − a′′t = ϕ̂(N1) · ord1/t(g′ ; Γ0(N0))
for all t ∈ DN0 . As both a′t and a′′t are nonnegative (see 6.10), it follows that
(6.16) max{a′t, a′′t } ≥ ϕ̂(N1) · | ord1/t(g′ ; Γ0(N0))|
for all t ∈ DN0 . Let h be a nonconstant holomorphic eta quotient on Γ0(N0)
which satisfies (6.9) for all t ∈ DN0 . Since both the number of the subsets
of ℘M0 of odd cardinality and the number of the subsets of ℘M0 of even
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cardinality are equal to 2ω(M0)−1 and since rad(M0) = M0 in the case under
consideration, from (6.9), (6.16) and (6.14), it follows that for each t ∈ DN0 ,
there exists a subset St ⊆ ℘M0 such that
ϕ̂(N1) · ord1/t(h ; Γ0(N0)) ≤ atN1∏
p∈St
p
≤ ord1/(tN∏
p∈St
p)(f ; Γ0(M)),(6.17)
where the second inequality follows from (6.10). Again, it follows from (3.4)
and (3.9) that for an arbitrary subset S ⊆ ℘M0 , we have
(6.18) ord1/(tN1
∏
p∈S
p)(f ; Γ0(N)) = ord1/(tN1)(f ; Γ0(N))
for all t ∈ DN0 . For α, λ ∈ Z with gcd(α, λ) = 1 and s = [α : λ] ∈ P1(Q),
the width of the cusp s of Γ0(N) is N/ gcd(λ
2, N) (see [8, 12]). Hence, it
follows from (3.5) and (6.18) that for each subset S ⊆ ℘M0 , we have
(6.19) ord1/(tN1
∏
p∈S
p)(f ; Γ0(M)) = ord1/(tN1)(f ; Γ0(M))
for all t ∈ DN0 . Now, (6.17) and (6.19) together imply that
(6.20) ϕ̂(N1) · ord1/t(h ; Γ0(N0)) ≤ ord1/(tN1∏
p∈S
p)(f ; Γ0(M))
for all t ∈ DN0 and for all subsets S ⊆ ℘M0 .
From (3.7), we obtain that for a prime p and n ∈ N, the orders of ηppn/ηpn−1
at the cusps {1/pα} 0≤α≤n+1 of Γ0(pn+1) are as follows:
(6.21) ord 1
pα
( ηppn
ηpn−1
; Γ0(p
n+1)
)
=
{
0 if 0 ≤ α < n,
ϕ̂(pn)
24 otherwise.
From (6.3) and (6.4), it follows that
(6.22) ηBN1 ( ,N1) = ~
p∈℘M0
pn‖N
ηppn
ηpn−1
Let h′ := h~ ηBN1 ( ,N1). Since ϕ̂ is multiplicative, from (6.21), (6.22) and
Lemma 6, we conclude that for r ∈ DM , we have
(6.23) ord1/r(h
′ ; Γ0(M)) =

ϕ̂(N1) · ord1/t(h ; Γ0(N0)) if N1 |r
0 otherwise,
where t = gcd(r,N0). It follows from (6.20) and (6.23) that at each cusp s
of Γ0(M), we have
ords(h
′ ; Γ0(M)) ≤ ords(f ; Γ0(M)).
Hence, h′ is indeed a factor of f .
Thus, we see that for M0 =
∏
p∈℘M0
pmp , the claim holds if mp = 1 for all
p ∈ ℘M0 . Now, for all such p, let us assume that the claim holds for mp = np
for some np ∈ N. Hence, to complete the induction, it is enough to show
that the claim also holds for mp0 = np0 + 1 for an arbitrary prime p0 ∈ ℘M0 :
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Let N ′ := Np0 and let M = Np
np0+1
0
∏
p∈℘M0r{p0}
pnp = N ′
∏
p∈℘M0
pnp . Let f
be a holomorphic eta quotient on Γ0(N) and let g be a factor of f on Γ0(M)
such that there exist (not necessarily holomorphic) eta quotients g′ 6= 1
(resp. g′′) on Γ0(N0) (resp. on Γ0(M/rad(M0))) with
g = g′M1 × g′′,
where N0 is the greatest common exact divisor of M and N , M1 := M/N0
and g′M1 denotes the rescaling of g
′ by M1. Suppose, there exists a non-
constant holomorphic eta quotient h on Γ0(N0) such that for all t ∈ DN0 ,
Inequality (6.9) is satisfied, where ω(M0) denotes the number of distinct
prime divisors of M0 := M/N . Let M
′
0 := M0/p0. Inequality (6.9) is equiv-
alent to the following:
(6.24) 2ω(M0)−1rad(M0) · ord1/t(h; Γ0(N0)) ≤ M ′0 ·
∣∣ ord1/t(g′p0 ; Γ0(N0))∣∣,
Let N ′1 := N ′/N0. Then by induction hypothesis, we have
(6.25) h˜ := h~ ηBN′1 ( ,N
′
1)
is a factor of fp0 on Γ0(N
′). Let N ′0 be the largest divisor of N which is
not divisible by p0. Let h˜
′ (resp. h˜′′) be the eta quotient on Γ0(N ′0) (resp.
Γ0(N)) such that
(6.26) h˜ = h˜′M ′1 × h˜
′′,
where h˜′M ′1 denotes the rescaling of h˜
′ by M ′1 := p
np0+1
0 . From (6.3) and
(6.4), it follows that
(6.27) η
BN′1
( ,N ′1) = η
BN′0
( ,N ′0) ~
ηp0
p
np0+1
0
η
p
np0
0
.
Since ~ is associative, from (6.25), (6.26) and (6.27), we obtain:
(6.28) h˜′ = h~ ηBN′0 ( ,N
′
0) ~ ηp0 =
(
h~ ηBN′0 ( ,N
′
0)
)p0
and
h˜′′ = h~ ηBN′0 ( ,N
′
0) ~ 1
η
p
np0
0
.
Let N1 := N/N0. Since h˜
′ is holomorphic, it follows again by induction
hypothesis that
h˜′ ~
ηp0
p
np0
0
η
p
np0−1
0
=
(
h~ ηBN′0 ( ,N
′
0)
)p0
~
ηp0
p
np0
0
η
p
np0−1
0
=
(
h~ ηBN1 ( ,N1)
)p0
(6.29)
is a factor of fp0 on Γ0(N), where the last equality follows again from (6.3)
and (6.4). Therefore, h~ ηBN1 ( ,N1) is a factor of f on Γ0(N). 
(2) Follows easily from the proof of (1). 
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Corollary 12. Let N > 1 be an integer and let f be a holomorphic eta
quotient on Γ0(N). Let M > N be a multiple of N with rad(M) = rad(N)
and let g be a factor of f on Γ0(M) such that there exist (not necessar-
ily holomorphic) eta quotients g′ 6= 1 (resp. g′′) on Γ0(N0) (resp. on
Γ0(M/rad(M0))) with
g = g′M1 × g′′,
where N0 is the greatest common exact divisor of M and N , M0 := M/N ,
M1 := M/N0 and g
′
M1
denotes the rescaling of g′ by M1. Suppose, there
exists a nonconstant holomorphic eta quotient h on Γ0(N0) such that for all
t ∈ DN0, we have
ord1/t(h; Γ0(N0)) ≤
∣∣ ord1/t(g′ ; Γ0(N0))∣∣.
Let N1 := N/N0. Then the order of the holomorphic eta quotient with
rational exponents (
h~ ηBN1 ( ,N1)
) M0
2ω(M0)−1rad(M0)
at each the cusp of Γ0(N) is less than or equal to the order of f at that cusp.
Here ω(M0) denotes the number of distinct prime divisors of M0. 
Corollary 13. Let all the assumptions of Corollary 12 hold for a pair of
integers N,M with M > N > 1, rad(M) = rad(N) and a holomorphic eta
quotient f on Γ0(N). Let k ∈ N be such that the weight of f is k/2. If the
greatest common exact divisor of M and N is 1, then we have
ϕ(M0)
2ω(M0)−1
≤ k,
where ϕ denotes Euler’s totient function and ω(M0) denotes the number of
distinct prime divisors of M0 := M/N .
Proof. Let g be a factor of f on Γ0(M) such that there exist (not neces-
sarily holomorphic) eta quotients g′ 6= 1 (resp. g′′) on SL2(Z) (resp. on
Γ0(M/rad(M0))) with
g = g′M × g′′,
where g′M denotes the rescaling of g
′ by M . The existence of such a factor
g of f follows from the assumptions of Corollary 12 and from the fact that
the greatest common exact divisor of M and N is 1. Since an eta quotient
on SL2(Z) is only an integer power of η, there exists a nonzero integer m
such that g′ = ηm. Since SL2(Z) has only one cusp and since∣∣ ord∞(g′ ; SL2(Z))∣∣ = |m|
24
≥ ord∞(η; SL2(Z)),
from Corollary 12, it follows that the order of the holomorphic eta quotient
with rational exponents
f1 :=
(
ηBN ( ,N)
) M0
2ω(M0)−1rad(M0)
at each the cusp of Γ0(N) is less than or equal to the order of f at that
cusp. Hence, from the valence formula (3.11), it follows that the weight of
f1 is less than the weight of f . Again, (6.3) and (6.4) together imply that
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that the weight of ηBN ( ,N) is ϕ(rad(N))/2 (see also (4.8) in [7]). So, we
obtain:
(6.30)
M0ϕ(rad(N))
2ω(M0)−1rad(M0)
≤ k.
Since the set of prime divisors of M and N are the same and since the
greatest common exact divisor of M and N is 1, we have rad(N) = rad(M0).
Hence, the claim follows from (6.30). 
Proof of Lemma 2.(b)′ Let M1 := M/N0. Since the exponent of ηtM1 in g
is nonzero, there exist (not necessarily holomorphic) eta quotients g′ 6= 1
(resp. g′′) on Γ0(N0) (resp. on Γ0(M/rad(M0))) with
g = g′M1 × g′′.
Since g′ 6= 1, there exists r ∈ DN0 such that ord1/r(g′ ; Γ0(N0)) 6= 0. So,
(3.7) implies that
(6.31) | ord1/r(g′ ; Γ0(N0))| ≥
1
24
.
Again, from (6.2) and (3.17), it follows that for t ∈ DN0 , we have
(6.32) ord1/t(η
BN0 ( , r); Γ0(N0)) =
{
mr,N0
24 if t = r
0 otherwise,
where mr,N0 is the same as in (6.1) after we replace t with r and N with
N0. Recall from the discussion preceding Lemma 5 that mr,N0 | ϕ̂(N0). So,
from (6.31), (6.31) and (6.6), we conclude that
2ω(M0)−1rad(M0) · ord1/t(ηBN0 ( , r) ; Γ0(N0)) ≤ M0 ·
∣∣ ord1/t(g′ ; Γ0(N0))∣∣
for all t ∈ DN0 . Since (6.3) implies that
ηBN0 ( , r) ~ ηBN1 ( ,N1) = ηBN ( , rN1),
the claim follows from Lemma 7. 
7. Proof of Theorem 2
Let n ∈ N and a let p be a prime. Let f be a quasi-irreducible holomorphic
eta quotient of level pn. Suppose, f is reducible. Then from Lemma 2.(a),
it follows that there exists an integer m > n such that f has a factor of level
pm. Now, Lemma 2.(b)′ implies that g := ηppn/ηpn−1 is a factor of f and the
same theorem also implies that if m > n+ 1, then g is a proper factor of f .∗
So, Theorem 2 would follow if we can prove that also in the case m = n+ 1,
we have g 6= f . We shall do so by showing that unlike f , g is not factorizable
on Γ0(p
n+1):
Lemma 8. For n ∈ N and a prime p, the holomorphic eta quotient ηppn/ηpn−1
is not factorizable on Γ0(p
n+1).
∗See also Theorem 2.31 and Corollary 2.33 in [4].
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Proof. Suppose, there exist nonconstant holomorphic eta quotients f and g
on Γ0(p
n+1) such that
fg = ηppn/ηpn−1 .
Let X,Y ∈ ZDpn+1 be such that f = ηX and g = ηY . From Lemma 3 in [7],
we recall that ηppn/ηpn−1 is not factorizable on Γ0(p
n). Hence, both f and
g must be of level pn+1. In other words, neither Xpn+1 nor Ypn+1 is zero.
From (6.13), after replacing N0 with 1 and N1 with p
n, we obtain:
(7.1) Xpn+1 =
24(a′ − a′′)
ϕ̂(pn)
and Ypn+1 =
24(b′ − b′′)
ϕ̂(pn)
,
where a′ := ord1/pn+1(f ; Γ0(pn+1)), a′′ := ord1/pn(f ; Γ0(pn+1)), b′ :=
ord1/pn+1(g ; Γ0(p
n+1)) and b′′ := ord1/pn(g ; Γ0(pn+1)). Since f and g are
holomorphic, we have
(7.2) a′, a′′, b′, b′′ ≥ 0.
Though both Xpn+1 and Ypn+1 are nonzero, but from the fact that fg is of
level pn, it follows that
(7.3) Xpn+1 + Ypn+1 = 0.
So, without loss of generality, we may assume that Xpn+1 > 0. Then (7.1),
(7.2) and (7.3) together imply that
(7.4) a′ + b′ = a′′ + b′′ ≥ b′′ = b′ + ϕ̂(p
n)
24
Xpn+1 ≥
ϕ̂(pn)
24
.
Since fg = ηppn/ηpn−1 , the sum of the orders of f and g at the cusps
{1/pj}0≤j≤n+1 of Γ0(pn+1) are then given by (6.21). Since both f and g
are holomorphic, they have nonnegative orders at all the cusps. So, from
(6.21), it follows that for 0 ≤ j < n, we have
ord1/pj (f ; Γ0(p
n+1)) = ord1/pj (g ; Γ0(p
n+1))(7.5)
= ord1/pj
( ηppn
ηpn−1
; Γ0(p
n+1)
)
= 0.
Also, from (6.21), we obtain:
a′′ + b′′ = ord1/pn
( ηppn
ηpn−1
; Γ0(p
n+1)
)
=
ϕ̂(pn)
24
and
a′ + b′ = ord1/pn
(ηp
pn+1
ηpn−1
; Γ0(p
n+1)
)
=
ϕ̂(pn)
24
.
In other words, all the equalities in (7.4) hold. Hence, we have a′′ = b′ = 0
and a′ = b′′ = ϕ̂(pn)/24, i. e.
(7.6) ord1/pn(f ; Γ0(p
n+1)) = ord1/pn+1(g ; Γ0(p
n+1)) = 0
and
(7.7) ord1/pn+1(f ; Γ0(p
n+1)) = ord1/pn(g ; Γ0(p
n+1)) =
ϕ̂(pn)
24
.
Now, from (3.17), (7.5), (7.6), (7.7) and (3.20), it follows that
Xpn = 24 ·A−1pn+1(pn, pn+1) · ord1/pn+1(f ; Γ0(pn+1)) = −1/p /∈ Z.
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Thus, we get a contradiction! 
8. An implication of the Reducibility Conjecture
Here we show that Conjecture 2 follows from the Reducibility Conjecture
and we deduce Corollary 4 from Theorem 2. But at first, we require a few
results on Atkin-Lehner involutions :
Lemma 9. (a) Let N ∈ N and let n be an exact divisor of N . Let f, g and
h be eta quotients on Γ0(N) such that f = gh. Then we have
aln,N (f) = aln,N (g) · aln,N (h),
where the map aln,N is as defined in (3.3).
(b) Let f be an eta quotient on Γ0(N) and let M ∈ N be a multiple of N .
Let m be an exact divisor of M . Then we have
alm,M (f) = (aln,N (f))ν ,
where n = (m,N), ν = m/n and (aln,N (f))ν denotes the rescaling of the
eta quotient aln,N (f) by ν.
(c) Let f be an eta quotient on Γ0(N) and let M ∈ N be a multiple of N .
Let m (resp. n) be an exact divisor of M (resp. N) such that n|m. Let
ν := m/n. Then we have
alm,M (fν) = aln,N (f).
Proof. (a) Follows trivially from (3.3) whereas (b) from the fact that νnd =
ν (n d) for all d ∈ DN and (c) from the fact that (νn) (νd) = n d for
all d ∈ DN . 
Corollary 14. Let f be a holomorphic eta quotient on Γ0(N) and let n‖N .
Then f is factorizable on Γ0(N) if and only if so is aln,N (f). 
Corollary 15. Let f be an eta quotient on Γ0(N) and let fν be the rescaling
of f by ν ∈ N. Then we have
alνN,νN (fν) = alN,N (f).

Corollary 16. Let f be an irreducible holomorphic eta quotient on Γ0(N)
and let n be an exact divisor of N . Then aln,N (f) is not factorizable on
Γ0(N). 
From Corollary 16, it immediately follows that Conjecture 2′ is a conse-
quence of the Reducibility Conjecture:
Corollary 17. Conjecture 1 implies Conjecture 2′. 
Next, we show that the two forms of the Irreducibility Conjecture are
equivalent:
Corollary 18. Conjecture 2 and Conjecture 2′ are equivalent.
Proof. It follows from Corollary 15 that Conjecture 2′ implies Conjecture 2,
whereas the reverse implication follows from Lemma 9.(c) and Corollary 14.

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In order to show that Theorem 2 implies Corollary 4, we require a few
more results on Atkin-Lehner involutions and the level lowering map which
we defined in Section 5. For M ∈ N and N‖M , the following lemma lets
us interchange the order of the operation of pM,N (see 5.2) with that of the
Atkin-Lehner involutions on the set of eta quotients on Γ0(M):
Lemma 10. (a) Let M ∈ N and let m,N be exact divisors of M . Let
n := gcd(m,N). Then we have
pM,N ◦ alm,M = aln,N ◦ pM,N .
(b) Let M ∈ N and let M ′ ∈ DM . Let N be an exact divisor of M and let
N ′ := gcd(N,M ′). Let f be an eta quotient on Γ0(M ′). Then we have
pM,N (f) = pM ′,N ′(f).
Proof. (a) Follows easily from fact that for any M ∈ N, each exact divisor
m of M induces an involution on DM defined by d 7→ m  d for d ∈ DM ,
where  is as defined in (3.1).
(b) Follows trivially from (5.1) and (5.2). 
Proposition 1. For n ∈ N, if the Reducibility Conjecture holds for the holo-
morphic eta quotients whose levels have at most n distinct prime divisors,
then the image of an irreducible holomorphic eta quotient of such a level
under an Atkin-Lehner involutionis irreducible.
Proof. Let N ∈ N have at most n distinct prime divisors and let f be
an irreducible holomorphic eta quotient of level N . Suppose, there exists
a multiple M of N and an exact divisor m of M such that alm,M (f) is
reducible. Than there exists a multiple M ′ of M such that alm,M (f) is
factorizable on Γ0(M
′). Let N ′ be the exact divisor of M ′ with rad(N ′) =
rad(N). Let N1 := gcd(N
′,M). Then N divides N1. Let n1 := gcd(m,N1).
Then we have
(8.1)
pM ′,N ′ ◦ alm,M (f) = pM,N1 ◦ alm,M (f) = aln1,N1 ◦ pM,N1(f) = aln1,N1(f),
where the first two equalities follow from Lemma 10.(b) and Lemma 10.(a),
whereas the last one follows from Lemma 3.(a). Since alm,M (f) is factoriz-
able on Γ0(M
′), from (8.1) and from Lemma 3.(b), it follows that aln1,N1(f)
is factorizable on Γ0(N
′). Again, since N1 has at most n distinct prime divi-
sors, according to our assumption, the Reducibility Conjecture holds for eta
quotients of level N1. Therefore, aln1,N1(f) is factorizable on Γ0(N1). Hence,
Corollary 14 implies that f is reducible. Thus, we get a contradiction! 
The last proposition and Corollary 15 together imply:
Corollary 19. For n ∈ N, if the Reducibility Conjecture holds for the holo-
morphic eta quotients whose levels have at most n distinct prime divisors,
then the rescaling by any positive integer of an irreducible holomorphic eta
quotient of such a level is irreducible. 
From Proposition 1 and Corollary 19, it follows that Theorem 2 implies
Corollary 4.
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9. Proof of Theorem 3
Let f be a reducible holomorphic eta quotient of weight k/2 and level N
and let M ∈ N be the least positive multiple of N such that f is factorizable
on Γ0(M). Then from Lemma 2.(a), it follows that rad(M) = rad(N). Let
g, h /∈ {1, f} be two holomorphic eta quotients on Γ0(M) such that f = g×h.
Our strategy for proving Theorem 3 is as follows:
For M sufficiently large, we provide a construction of two nonconstant
holomorphic eta quotients g˜ and h˜ on Γ0(M˜) for some positive multiple
M˜ of N with M˜ < M such that f = g˜ × h˜, using the level lowering map
which we provided in Section 5. This would contradict the minimality of M .
So, we compute the maximum size of M for which our construction of the
holomorphic eta quotients g˜ and h˜ as above may fail, thereby establishing
the theorem.
For d ∈ DN , if the exponent of ηd in f is nonzero, then the exponent of
ηd must also be nonzero in either g or h. However, this information is not
sufficient to construct an M˜ as above: Rather, we require to find the smallest
multiple M ′ of N in DM such that there exist d′, d′′ |M ′ with both the
exponent of ηd′ in g and the exponent of ηd′′ in h nonzero. Let X,Y ∈ ZDM
be such that g = ηX and h = ηY . Let d′ and d′′ be the least integers
in DM such that neither Xd′ nor Yd′′ is zero and let M ′ := lcm(d′, d′′, N).
Henceforth, we shall assume that M ′ > N and soon we shall provide an
upper bound on M ′. In particular, this bound (see 9.1) is trivial for the
case M ′ = N . Consequently, the upper bound for M in that case is actually
much less than the upper bound for M in the case M ′ > N (see 9.14).
Hence, it suffices to settle only the later case.
Clearly, we have M ′ > N only if either d′ or d′′ does not divide N .
Since at least one of d′ and d′′ must divide N , without loss of generality,
let us assume that d′ /∈ DN and d′′ ∈ DN . Let M0 := M ′/N , let N0 be
the greatest common exact divisor of M ′ and N , let M1 := M ′/N0 and
N1 := N/N0. Let M
′
1 be the least exact divisor of M which is divisible by
M1. Let f
′ := pM,M ′1(f) and g
′ := pM,M ′1(g). Then g
′ is a factor of f ′.
Lemma 3.(b) implies that the weight of f ′ is the same as the weight of f .
Since the level of g′ is at least M1 > N1 which is greater than or equal to
the level of f ′ and since the greatest common exact divisor of M1 and N1
is 1, it follows from Corollary 13 that
ϕ(M0)
2ω(M0)−1
≤ k
which implies:
(9.1) M ′ = NM0 ≤ 2Nk.
Now, define the sequence {d0, d1, d2, . . .} in DM as follows: d0 := M ′ and
for j ≥ 1, let dj ∈ DM be such that
(1) dj does not divide Lj := lcm(d0, d1, . . . , dj−1).
(2) Xdj is nonzero.
(3)
dj
gcd(dj ,Lj)
≤ dgcd(d,Lj) for all d ∈ DM which satisfies (1) and (2) above.
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Since dj 6 | N for all j and since the level of g× h = f is N , it follows that
the exponents of ηdj is zero in f for all j. In other words, we have
(9.2) Ydj = −Xdj
for all j. So, we would have obtained the same sequence {d0, d1, d2, . . .} if
for j ≥ 1, we would have defined dj ∈ DM instead by replacing Xdj with
Ydj in (2) above.
Since g is a proper factor of f , the weight of g is less than or equal to
(k − 1)/2. So, (3.14) implies that
(9.3) ‖X‖ ≤ Rk−1(M) = Rk−1(N),
where the last equality follows from (2.2), since the set of prime divisors of
M and N are the same. Recall from (3.14) that ‖X‖ = ∑d |Xd|.
In particular, (9.3) implies that the number of d ∈ DM with Xd 6= 0 is
bounded above by Rk−1(N). So, the sequence {d0, d1, d2, . . .} terminates at
some dn ∈ DM such that
(9.4) n ≤ Rk−1(N)− 1.
It follows that each d ∈ DM with nonzero Xd (or equivalently, nonzero Yd)
must divide Ln+1. In other words, we have
(9.5) M = Ln+1.
Since d0 is a multiple of the level of f , from Lemma 3.(a) it follows that
(9.6) f = pM,Lj (g)× pM,Lj (h)
for all j. Clearly, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, there exist nonconstant (but not
necessarily holomorphic) eta quotients g′j , g
′′
j , h
′
j and h
′′
j on Γ0(M), where
the levels of g′j and h
′
j divide Lj and the exponents of ηd are zero in g
′′
j and
h′′j for all d|Lj such that
(9.7) g = g′j × g′′j and h = h′j × h′′j .
From the same reasoning by which we obtained (9.2), it follows that
(9.8) g′′j × h′′j = 1.
Since pM,Lj is a homomorphism, we have
(9.9) pM,Lj (g
′′
j )× pM,Lj (h′′j ) = 1.
Since the levels of g′j and h
′
j divide Lj , from Lemma 3.(a) it follows that
g′j := pM,Lj (g
′
j) and h
′
j := pM,Lj (h
′
j). Hence, (9.6), (9.7) and (9.9) together
imply that
(9.10) f = g′j × h′j .
Since g (resp. h) is holomorphic, Lemma 3.(d) implies that pM,Lj (g) =
g′j ×pM,Lj (g′′j ) (resp. pM,Lj (h) = h′j ×pM,Lj (h′′j )) is holomorphic. Since the
exponents in g′j and h
′
j are all integers, it follows from (3.7) that for each
cusp s of Γ0(Lj), both 24 · ords(g′j ; Γ0(Lj)) and 24 · ords(h′j ; Γ0(Lj)) are
integers.
Hence, if at each cusp s of Γ0(Lj), we have
(9.11) max{| ords(pM,Lj (g′′j ); Γ0(Lj))| , | ords(pM,Lj (h′′j ); Γ0(Lj))|} <
1
24
,
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then g′j (resp. h
′
j) must be holomorphic. But the fact that g
′
j and h
′
j are
nonconstant holomorphic eta quotients on Γ0(Lj) with Lj < M such that
their product is f (see 9.10) contradicts the minimality of M .
Let X ′, X ′′ ∈ ZDM be such that g′j = ηX
′
and g′′j = η
X′′ . Then from
Conditions (1) and (2) in the definition of the finite sequence {d0, d1, . . . , dn},
it follows that ‖X ′‖ ≥ j. Since X = X ′ +X ′′, (9.3) implies that
(9.12) ‖X ′′‖ ≤ Rk−1(N)− j.
From (5.1), (5.2) and from Condition (3) in the definition of the finite se-
quence {d0, d1, . . . , dn}, it follows that the absolute value of each exponent
in pM,Lj (g
′′
j ) is less than or equal to
‖X ′′‖gcd(dj , Lj)
dj
.
Hence, (3.17), (3.15), (3.7) and (9.12) together imply that at each cusp s of
Γ0(Lj), the absolute value of the order of pM,Lj (g
′′
j ) is less than or equal to
Mj := Lj(Rk−1(N)− j)gcd(dj , Lj)
24 · dj .
Similarly, we obtain that the absolute value of the order of pM,Lj (h
′′
j ) is less
than or equal toMj at each cusp s of Γ0(Lj). So, from (9.11) and from the
discussion following it, we conclude that the inequality: Mj < 1/24 leads
to a contradiction to the minimality of M with respect to the fact that f
factorizes on Γ0(M). Therefore, for all j, we must have Mj ≥ 1/24, i. e.
dj
gcd(dj , Lj)
≤ Lj(Rk−1(N)− j).
That implies:
(9.13) Lj+1 = lcm(dj , Lj) ≤ L2j (Rk−1(N)− j)
for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. By induction, from the recurrence inequality above,
we obtain:
M = Ln+1 ≤ L2n1 (Rk−1(N)− n)2
n−1 · · · (Rk−1(N)− 1)
≤ (2Nk)2Rk−1(N)−1Υ(Rk−1(N)),(9.14)
where the function Υ : N → N is as defined in (2.1). Since L1 = M ′, The
last inequality follows from (9.1) and (9.4). 
Appendix: Irreducibility of modular forms in general
Recall that the notions of irreducibility and factorizability also makes per-
fect sense for modular forms in general. In [7], we see that the modular forms
E4, E6 and E
3
4 − tE26 for all t ∈ C∗ are not factorizable on SL2(Z). In the
following, we provide examples of modular forms with the trivial multiplier
system on Γ0(N) which are not factorizable on Γ0(N) for an arbitrary inte-
ger N > 1.
By X0(N), we denote the compact modular curve Γ0(N)\(H ∪ P1(Q)).
Given x0 ∈ X0(N), if there exists a modular form fx0,N on Γ0(N) which
vanishes nowhere on X0(N) except at x0 such that fx0,N has the least order
of vanishing among all the modular forms on Γ0(N) which vanishes only
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at x0, then clearly, fx0,N is not factorizable on Γ0(N). In particular, from
the invertibility of the order matrix (see 3.15), it follows that both f0,N
and f∞,N are given by eta quotients for all N ∈ N. More precisely, f0,N
(resp. f∞,N ) is the least positive integer power of ηBN ( , 1) (resp. ηBN ( ,N))
(see 6.5) which satisfies Newman’s criteria (see [15], [16] or [19]). Proceeding
in this way or by an easy generalization a result from [20], we obtain that
for all n ∈ N and for all primes p ≥ 5, we have
(9.15) f0,pn =
(ηp
ηp
)2
and f∞,pn =
( ηppn
ηpn−1
)2
.
In particular, for each prime p ≥ 5, the modular form (ηp/ηp)2 of weight
p − 1 is not factorizable on Γ0(pn) for all n ∈ N. It follows by a similar
argument that for all N ∈ N which have at least two distinct odd prime
divisors and for BN as defined in (6.3), the modular form
(9.16) ηBN ( , 1) =
∏
d|N
η
BN (d ,1)
d
has trivial multiplier system on Γ0(N) and it is not factorizable on Γ0(M) for
any multiple M of N , whose set of prime divisors is the same as that of N .
However, the lack of an analog of the level lowering map (see Section 5) which
preserves weight for modular forms in general, prevents us from concluding
that the above modular form is irreducible. In fact, instance of occurrence
of any irreducible modular form of weight greater than 2 is yet undiscovered
and we doubt whether any such thing exists at all:
Open question 1. Does there exist an irreducible modular form with the
trivial multiplier system of some weight greater than 2?
On the contrary, it follows from Corollary 5 (or from Theorem 3 in [7],
Corollary 1 in [3]) that there exist irreducible holomorphic eta quotients∗ of
arbitrarily large weights.
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